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About This Game

A free game created by Ebi-Hime, author of Asphyxia, The Way We ALL GO and Strawberry Vinegar, TSSofEB is a free yuri
(girls' love) game created for a game jam.

As the saying goes, dead men tell no tales. They only leave tales behind.

Toma Andrews, aged 14, has always felt like an outsider. She enjoys spending time in graveyards, and feels more comfortable
among the dead than the living.

That is, until Toma meets a strange girl in her local graveyard who might be a real ghost.
The girl asks Toma if she will stay for a while and listen to a story. A story about a girl called Emmeline Burns, who died a

tragic death back in 1851.
Toma is compelled to listen, but at the same time, she feels uneasy. After all, what can she do? How could she ever hope to help

somebody who has already died?
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the sad story of emmeline burns. the sad story of emmeline burns achievements

More maps. More good.. A unique experience for sure. The combat is unlike any I have ever experienced before. It has a good
story too with some cool twists and turnus.. By far one of my my most favorite steam games.. Do not buy this game. It may look
fun but the multiplayer is only availabe for a few hours per day.

This shouldn't even say it has multiplayer if it's only availble for a few hours a day.. I have to say, this by far is the best game I
have played this year, dont mind the 6 minutes of gameplay, Because those were the best 6 minutes of my life, and only at the
small cost of 10c. I recommend this to anyone who is in to high level pro gaming (MLG). This is not for casuals, I hope you find
this helpful!. No Original Music :( Would wait for % sale.
Thumbs down because 9.99$ is too much for this DLC.. This is a game I first played many years ago so there's some nostalgia
present here.
The good:
- interesting cosmetic effects that are closely linked with the magic you study
- hack and slash that is heavily magic-focused
- looting system is honestly very addictive especially due recipes
- recipes for powerful items have you collecting runes to spell out a word, so you want each and every rune you find in case it's
part of the recipe
- the monsters have an interesting design
- you don't need to know a thing about the previous game (I still don't!)

The bad:
- graphics are crappy even for that time
- the voice acting is amazingly cringe
- the game is not very well optimized for new pcs
- at some point doing nothing but killing hordes of monsters will bore you
- some boss fights require an FAQ which is bad because the game is somewhat obscure

In conclusion, this is nothing an endless Diablo-like game with its flaws but it's still quite fun to play. Would recommend. I love
that someone cared enough about an ancient Macintosh exclusive point and click to preserve it on steam. I am not wild about the
game, but you get historian points!. Awesome game for an early access :D i got scared <3 10\/10
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Very nice, though I only wish they had different sounds for them. Maybe in the next patch they will.
. The combat system is piece of garbage and decor in the gameplay looks blurry, constantly stumbling in the invisible walls.
Dialogues are fun (the only thing that works in the game).

Review rating: MEH

and I bored by these car trips

Refund. This game is great!

I enjoy building a model train set and being able to change the scale that I'm building in as well as riding and controlling the
trains!. Take a look at Toast Time here http:\/\/youtu.be\/eVuNnVbwpbU. Pretty good mystery\/horror game. Consist of two
main routes, each of them containing a part of the story necessary to understand what's going on. I was expecting some grand
finale, aka true ending 3rd route but sadly it doesnt have that.
Not that it matters too much, the game is perfectly fine and enjoyable as is.. I hold a fondness in my heart for Gradius III on the
SNES. This game scratches that itch while also feeling like it improves on the formula. This is a great tribute. Highly
recommended for fans of horizontal shooters.. A solid sequel in a time of games where they were not always so. More varied
weapons, better graphics in a near-future style. Multiplayer was good too if you could get TCP/IP mode to work (including
deathmatch and other modes, even including cops which is great fun!), and the missions were much more impressive then the
originals. Well worth a play for free.
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